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Research Made Easy with eBooks
If you need in-depth research content that includes 24/7
access, portability, full-text search capability and simultaneous usage, look no further than eBooks. The Boulder Labs
Library offers three eBook collections: ebrary, IEEE-Wiley
eBooks Library, and Books 24x7. These collections offer
enhanced functionality and content in subject areas that will be of great use
to you in your research, and are searchable via the library’s online catalog
This edition of the Library Liaison News will focus on the Library’s eBook
collections, and how they can be help you fulfill your research needs.
Enjoy, and feel free to contact us with any questions!

ebrary: eBooks for Every Research Need
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No matter your line of research at the Boulder Labs, ebrary has an eBook
for you. ebrary’s collection is constantly growing, with new titles added
quarterly. It now contains over 1,000 titles from a variety of publishers,
with topics relevant to all areas of research at Boulder Labs, such as:
 climate change
 quantum computation
 electromagnetics
 quantum photonics
 environmental chemistry
 remote sensing
 fluid dynamics
 wireless networks
 frequency allocation
 and more
Researchers can help build the Library’s collection via the Patron Driven
Acquisition model, with a purchase triggered by downloading a book, actively using it for over 10 minutes, or printing/copying any part of the text.
Features include saving, managing, and sharing searches, using ebrary’s
proprietary e-reader, as well as the ability to download titles via Adobe
Digital Editions. InfoTools enables you to link out to other online resources
while reading a text, supplying background information to supplement your
research.

ebrary eBooks for ITS.M
LTE and the Evolution to 4G Wireless:
Design and Measurement Challenges
by Rumney, M. 2013

Radio Resource Allocation and Dynamic
Spectrum Access, by Benmammar, B.
& Amraoui, A. 2013

Nonlinear RF circuits and nonlinear
vector network analyzers: interactive
measurement and design techniques by
Patrick Roblin. 2011

RF analog impairments modeling for
communication systems simulation:
application to OFDM-based transceivers
by Lydi Smaini. 2012

Geographical information systems and
spatial optimization by Sami Faiz,
Saoussen Krichen. 2013

Scalability, density, and decision making in cognitive wireless networks by
Preston Marshall. 2013

Radio Propagation Measurement and
Channel Modelling, by Salous, S. 2013

Wireless multi-antenna channels:
modeling and simulation by Serguei L.
Primak, V. Kontorovich. 2012

IEEE-Wiley eBook Library Provides Convenient, Cutting-Edge Content
IEEE-Wiley eBooks for ITS.M
Baseband Receiver Design for Wireless MIMO-OFDM Communications,
by Chiueh, T.; Tsai, P.; Lai, I. 2012
The foundations of signal integrity by
Paul G. Huray. 2010
Generalizations of cyclostationary
signal processing: spectral analysis
and applications by Antonio Napolitano. 2012
A Guide to the Wireless Engineering
Body of Knowledge (WEBOK), by
Jahszczyk, A.. 2012
Handbook of position location:
theory, practice and advances by Reza Zekavat & M.Buehrer. 2011
Real-Time Systems Design and
Analysis: Tools for the Practitioner, by
Laplante, P.; Ovaska, S. 2012
Telecommunications System
Reliability Engineering, Theory, and
Practice, by Ayers, M. 2012

CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics—Online
The CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics is available online, with
several unique features to make
searching fast and easy.
One new and exciting feature
allows you to search from over
10,000 chemical compounds.
When searching by compound, a
special input field enables you to
illustrate a chemical structure
diagram to build into your query.
You may also select from a list of
chemical properties to add to the
search.
Some familiar features include new
and revised data tables, as well as a
table of contents with topics that
expand into sub-sections.
The CRC Handbook can be
accessed via the Boulder Labs
Library Catalog.

IEEE-Wiley eBooks Library offers
quick, full-text access to 640 IEEE
titles. It shares the IEEE Xplore
platform, making eBook access a
familiar experience for users.
Also, 570 MIT Press titles are
listed in IEEE-Wiley, though only
abstracts/tables of contents are
available. These can be filtered
out by checking “IEEE” in the
“Filter These Results” box.

are in areas relevant to NIST and
NTIA users, including bioengineering, computer science, communications, mathematics, engineering, photonics, energy, and
more. Additionally, NOAA
researchers will find the geoscience titles useful, as they cover
such topics as remote sensing, and
climate change.

Once you select an eBook, you
can download chapters by PDF
from the Table of Contents, and
save them to a project folder upon
login. An abstract, content summary, and cover scan are also provided. Search for individual chapThe topics covered in IEEE-Wiley ters by title, subject, or keyword.
The IEEE-Wiley eBook collection
contains texts for every type of
user, and includes handbooks,
textbooks, reference works, and
books for professionals on the
cutting edge of their field.

Sharpen Your Skills with Books 24x7
Whether you need help with an Excel formula or using tables in Word,
creating code in Ruby on Rails or assessing data quality, streamlining
network management or sharpening your leadership skills, Books24x7
has a resource for you.
To access Books 24x7, you must register for an account. Instructions
for registration can be found on the Library’s website at:
http://library.bldrdoc.gov/books24x7.html. Once registered, you will
have access to over 10,000 eBook titles in such subject areas as desktop
applications, computer operating systems, programming and networks,
business management and telecommunications.
Books can be searched by title, ISBN, author or keyword, across all
content. You also have the ability to highlight and share portions of the
eBook, create folders and export title lists.

Books 24x7 eBooks for ITS.M
EPC and 4G Packet Networks: Driving the Mobile Broadband Revolution,
Second Edition, by Magnus Olsson and Catherine Mulligan. 2013
LTE-Advanced and Next generation Wireless Networks: Channel Modelling
and Propagation, by Guillaume de la Roche, Andrés Alayón
Glaznov and Ben Allen. 2013
Mobile WiMAX: a systems approach to understanding IEEE 802.16m radio
access technology by Sassan Ahmadi. 2011
Transmission Techniques for 4G Systems, by Mãrio Marquez da Silva, et al.
2012

